
 

 

FACEBOOK FACTS 

Facebook is the most expansive form of social media in today’s world and the most popular 

in Australia. It provides people with the ability to share their thoughts, pictures, videos and 

ideas with friends and family across the world. Businesses, organisations, event organisers 

and community groups can also create their own Facebook Page to communicate with 

people who are interested in the product, service or events they are offering. 

While it’s free to use, Facebook is now monetising some of its services which means that 

events are now paying Facebook to ‘boost’ their views.  So for events to ensure their posts 

are engaging their community – they are starting to pay. It’s still relatively inexpensive 

compared to traditional media but it’s a sign of things to come. On the positive, Facebook is 

easy to access, ubiquitous and provides an instantaneous way for people or groups to 

connect with others, it is these attributes that makes Facebook a powerful communication 

tool for organisations or groups seeking to create awareness and generate interest in their 

events. 

The Statistics 

 Over 1.3 billion active monthly users globally 

 680 million mobile users globally 

 13.2 million Australian users 

 23% of Facebook users check their account more than 5 times per day 

 On average, Facebook users have 130 friends 

 The 45-54 year age bracket is the fastest growing demographic on Facebook 

 Facebook supports 70 languages 

Key Benefits 

1. Facebook is a cost effective way for event organisers to connect with past, present 

and new consumers. Creating a Facebook Page for an event is both easy and free, making 

this marketing communications tool a very attractive option. 

2. Anyone who has a Facebook account can visit your page. If someone ‘likes’ your 

page, every piece of information that you post on your page can automatically appear on his 

or her Facebook newsfeed. Event organisers can pay to ‘boost’ views to ensure their content 

gets seen. This enables event organisers to develop an ongoing relationship with 

consumers.  

3. People who ‘like’ your page can also share your page with their Facebook friends. So 

in effect, you have your own network of marketers out there spreading the word on your 

behalf. 

 



 

 

4. When people ‘like’ specific posts on your page, these posts may also appear on the 

newsfeed of their Facebook friends. So if one person who has 350 Facebook friends ‘likes’ 

one of your posts, a further 350 people may also see that post, providing tremendous 

exposure for your event.  This potential to share is not a guarantee of reach however; as 

mentioned it is less likely posts and page updates will automatically appear in Friends’ 

newsfeeds without paying for ‘boosts’ to drive visibility. 

5. Facebook is a highly interactive tool, enabling you to engage with consumers and 

invite them to become actively involved in your event. For example, you can: 

 Invite people to participate in a competition to win tickets to your event; 

 Provide gift ideas that people can purchase online, for example tickets/product 

packages;  

 Include information and links that make it easy for people to book tickets; and 

 Share pictures from the event that people can download into their own albums.  

 Seek feedback on events and provide links through to surveys. 

 Ask people to contribute their pictures, videos and views to generate further publicity 

material and spread it further through their networks. 

 Evaluate your success through Facebook Insights. This tool tracks how many people 

viewed your posts, how many liked it and shared it. It is part of your Facebook Page 

and visible in the Administrator Tabs. This helps you design effectiveness measures 

and improve the quality of your interactions. More information can be found in the 

ATDW tourism e-kit. (http://tourismekit.atdw.com.au/). 


